QUICK-SHIP PROGRAM
IN-STOCK, READY TO GO

There’s a lot of talk about supply-chain issues. That’s why we’ve developed
the Fol-Da-TankTM Quick-Ship Program. Our most popular products are ready
to go when you need them most.

No Expedite Fee
Shipping Same or Next Business Day
Same Lifetime Warranty

MOST ORDERED PRODUCTS ARE READY TO SHIP, RIGHT NOW.

LOW-FLOWTM STRAINERS
y Professionally designed and engineered
for maximum pumping capacity

y Use of a male and female SST flange mounted
on the side wall of your FOL-DA-TANK will
eliminate the lifting factor when pumping
from the side of the tank

y Almag castings — proven to be the
toughest in the industry

y The Low-Flow™ Low-Level will perform at
maximum pumping capacity down to a water
level of 1.5”-2” depending on your setup area

y Flow Rate — Tested with 6” Low-Flow™
y Low-Level rate is 1500-2000 GPM.
The flow rates may vary due to the design
of the pumper and the setup area of your
pumper and FOL-DA-TANK

y Surface turbulence will not affect this strainer
y Standard 1.5” water transfer device in sizes
4”-6”

y Each unit is fully guaranteed
y The Low-Flow™ Low-Level is easily stored in
truck compartments and can be reattached
to hard suction hose (NFPA 1142 compliant)

Part No.

Dimensions
in/mm (L x W x H)

Weight
lb/kg

FGLFS2.5-NST

10”x10”x8.5”/250x250x220

7/3

FGLFS3.0-NST

10”x10”x8.5”/250x250x220

8/4

FGLFS4.0-NST

16”x13”x12”/410x330x310

23/11

FGLFS5.0-NST

16”x13”x12”/410x330x310

24/11

FGLFS6.0-NST

16”x13”x12”/410x330x310

24/11

* Quick-Ship Low-Flow Strainers available with NST female threads

FLOAT DOCK® STRAINERS
The Float Dock® Strainer is a valuable piece of equipment that can save the day in many firefighting
situations. Float Dock® lets you use the water in farm ponds or streams, both shallow and deep, and
with a FOL-DA-TANK. Because it operates below scum and debris and above sand and muck, it screens
out the materials that wear out impellers, packing and bearings. Since Float Dock® strainers are selfleveling, there are no whirlpools or suction loss. Each unit is fully guaranteed. (NFPA 1142 compliant)
Part No.

Float Dimensions
in/mm (L x W x H)

Strainer Dimensions
in/mm (L x W x H)

Weight
lb/kg

FGFDS2.5-P-NST

5”x15”x18”/130x380x470

4”x6”x14”/100x150x360

16/7

FGFDS3.0-P-NST

5”x15”x18”/130x380x470

4”x6”x14”/100x150x360

16/7

FGFDS4.0-P-NST

7”x21”x26”/180x530x670

7”x8”x15”/180x250x470

13/14

FGFDS5.0-P-NST

7”x21”x26”/180x530x670

7”x8”x15”/180x250x470

32/15

FGFDS6.0-P-NST

7”x21”x26”/180x530x670

7”x8”x15”/180x250x470

33/15

* Quick-Ship Float Dock Strainers available with NST female threads

PHONE
EMAIL
WEBSITE

1-800-637-8265 (TANK)
info@Fol-Da-Tank.com
FOL-DA-TANK.com

TM

SUPPLY LINE HOLDERS

SALVAGE COVERS

The Supply Line Holder couples hose
securely to any portable water tank frame.

Fol-Da-Tank has been manufacturing salvage
covers for over 30 years and has unmatched
quality and durability. Our 22 oz. vinyl is flame
resistant and has heavy duty ripstop properties.

Part No.

Dimensions in/cm

FGSLHS2.5-NST

2.5”/6

FGSLHS3.0-NST

3”/8

FGSLHS4.0-STORZ

4”/10

FGSLHS5.0-STORZ

5”/12.7

* Quick-Ship Low-Flow Strainers available with NST female swivels

y Certified Flame Retardant
y Ripstop base fabric
y #4 Brass tooth grommets

2 at each corner and spaced every 3’

y NFPA 701 certified
y 2” hot wedge welded seamed hems
Part No.

Dimensions ft/m

SC5X522VR

5’x5’/1x1

SC10X1022VR

10’x10’/3x3

SC15X1522VR

15’x15’/4.5x4.5

SC20X2022VR

20’x20’/6x6

GROUND COVERS
Protects tank bottoms from excessive
wear, abrasion and punctures so tank life
is increased and the tank stays cleaner.

y Quick-Ship ground covers available in
22 oz. red vinyl

y All seams are heat sealed for longer life
Part No.

Dimensions ft/m

FDTGC60022VR

8’3”x8’3”/2.5x2.5

FDTGC100022VR

10’3”x10’3”/3x3

FDTGC150022VR

12’3”x12’3”/3.7x3.7

FDTGC210022VR

13’3”x13’3”/4x4

FDTGC250022VR

14’3”x14’3”/4.3x4.3

FDTGC300022VR

15’3”x15’3”/6.7x6.7

FDTGC350022VR

16’3”x16’3”/7.6x7.6

Part No.

Dimensions
ft/m (L x W)

MD3X3X422VBLK

3’x 3’/1x1

MD3X3X422VBLK

4’x4’/1.2x1.2

MD3X3X422VBLK

5’x5’/1.5x1.5

MINI-DAM®
The Mini-Dam® is a collapsible and lightweight
containment berm. The Mini-Dam® can be used
wherever temporary containment is needed and
can be used under field pumpers, barrels, lab
setups or storage of batteries. A great resource
for oil spill containment and oil spill clean up.
For use along with forestry pumps and other
hazardous containment. Required by USFS
with use of pumps and gas cans.

* Quick-Ship Mini-Dams available in 22 oz. black

ALUMINUM FRAME TANKS
FOL-DA-TANK folding frame portable water tanks are designed for rural areas where water is difficult
to supply. FOL-DA-TANK collapsible tanks double the firefighting capability at the fire scene.

SCAN THE QR CODE
to learn more about
Quick-Ship Products

Volume
US gal/liters

Open Dimensions
ft/m (L x W x H)

Closed Dimensions
ft/m (L x W x H)

Weight
lbs

600/2200

6’3”x6’3”x29”/1.8x1.8x0.71

6’3”x8”x29”/1.8x0.2x0.71

70

1000/3800

8’3”x8’3”x29”/2.4x2.4x0.71

8’3”x8”x29”/2.4x0.2x0.71

95

1500/5600

10’3”x10’3”x29”/3x3x0.71

10’3”x8”x29”/3x0.2x0.71

110

2100/7500

11’3”x11’3”x29”/3.4x3.4x0.71

11’3”x8”x29”/3.4x0.2x0.71

125

2500*/9500

12’3”x12’3”x29”/3.7x3.7x0.71

12’3”x8”x29”/3.7x0.2x0.71

130

3000*/11300

13’3”x13’3”x29”/4x4x0.71

13’3”x8”x29”/4x0.2x0.71

135

3500*/13250

14’3”x14’3”x29”/4.2x4.2x.71

14’3”x8”x29”/4.2x0.2x0.71

155

All Folding Frame Tanks come with patented pinch-free design. *Comes standard with 2 drain sleeves.

FOL-DA-TANK, LLC provides a limited lifetime warranty for workmanship and material defects on its manufactured products.
Send pictures and description of the issue to your FOL-DA-TANK representative for a prompt response.

